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Highland Night 

1924 

"The evening brings all home," the last ringleted girl had finished off the ballad 

on a hopeful note--she would have given her ears for a praising word from Miss Duff--

and night and quiet came again to the house on Highland Street. Regular as the curtain 

of nightfall was Susan Duff's routine in closing away her teaching day. Shoulders 

back, her tall frame straightened, even though there was no one in the house to meet for 

the evening but herself, she briskly tallied the hours of lessons in the secondhand 

mercantile ledger she kept handy atop the piano and cast an eye over the schedule of 

impending pupils, then the balky old doors of the music parlor were slid shut. Next a 

quick stop in the hallway bath to freshen her face with a rinse of cold water; an 
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rinse of cold water; an adjusting glance into the mirror; hairpins taken out, and her 

chestnut hair shaken down. Onward to her stovetop supper, which she raced through 

as though still making up for her father's interminable graces over expiring food. 

Now, with a pat to the kitchen and a cursory locking of doors and windows, she was 

ready to ascend. 

As fixed as a star, the telltale glow of her gable window appeared over 

Helena at the last of dusk and burned on past respectable bedtime. You might 

think a woman of her early climb in life, singled out by her father's God for a 

soaring voice to lift His hymns and then casting away choirsong for the anthems 

of a harsh young century, would find it a hard comedown to be faced with a 

nightly audience of only herself. You'd be as wrong as you could be, Susan 

would have you know in a fingersnap. The hours beyond dark she counted as her 

own, free and clear of beginner lessons and quavery approximations of high C. 

This night, however, no sooner was she upstairs than she whipped to a 

halt in front of the alcove of window, her gaze drawn down the hillside to the state 

capitol dome, resting as it did on the center of the government of Montana like a 

giant's copper helmet. The dome still was alight with the festoon of bulbs that 

had greeted 1924 four months ago, which seemed to her uncalled for. , 
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Actually, he recalled, she had handed him his walking papers with words 

more stinging than those. "If I'm going to be alone in life, Wes, it might as well 

be with myself." 

"You' re not doing either of us any good by barging in here in the middle 

of the night, are you," Susan was at now. "If I know anything about it, you were 

always quite concerned with 'appearances."' 

Wes waved that off. "No one much is up at this hour. I had Monty leave 

me off at the capitol grounds and came up around the back blocks. Here, come 

see the new Doozy." With the aimed quickness which had always reminded her 

of a catapult going off, he launched up on his good leg and was over to the gable. 

In spite of herself, curiosity drew her over to the window by him. In the 

streetlights and diffused glow of the strings of bulbs on the capitol dome, the 

butter-yellow Dusenburg could be seen parked down the hill from dozing 

Highland Street. Wes's Negro chauffeur, Monty, was caressing the hood of the 

automobile with a polishing rag. The lanky form leaned into the already 

burnished surface as if magnetized to the machine. "Monty would sleep in it if I'd 

let him," Wes was saying. 
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affectionate mock burr he had never been able to master: "Tis a waste of a bonny 

woman." 

"It's late, is what it is," she left it at, checking the clock. "Wes, please. 

Have your say and take yourself home." 

"I have the pupil of a lifetime for you." 

"I don't lack for pupils, they're coming out my ears." Which was not as 

true as it once would have been. 

"This one, I want you to devote all your time to, for however long it takes. 

I'll pay double for everything--your hours, whatever you need to arrange in the 

way of accompaniment, all the sheet music you can stand, name it." Watching to 

see how she was taking this, he quickly said: "All right then, triple." 

"I have never wanted your--" 

"There's no charity to this, Susan. You'll earn your keep with this pupil, 

don't ever worry about that. It's a voice I'd say is ... unformed. But intriguing in 

its way. You'd take it on, if it fell on you from a clear blue sky, I'm sure you 

would." 

His cadences of persuasion tested the walls of the room, as if this familiar 

floor were a speaking platform over the night-held capital city. Susan knew by 
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heart every gruff note and passionate coax Wes was capable of, and how 

effectively the mixture worked. "The copper kings of this state think they are 

immune to fair taxation, " she had heard him send crowds into a rising roar as he 

uncoiled his campaign tagline, "/promise them an epidemic of it!" No other 

Montana politician had stung back as fiercely at the KKK as it crept into the state: 

"This cuckoo Klan, they seem to be scared the Pope of Rome will descend on 

them in their beds, else why do they go around wearing their nighties over their 

heads?" In his other great campaign, in the bloody mud of France, Wes' s words 

were known to have made the difference between life and death. Susan carefully 

chose her way around his entreaty now: 

"For a singing teacher, hearing is believing. All I ever ask is to be 

amazed." 

"So I remember," Wes said drily, then went right on. "O era, vaudeville, 

I don't know what we're talking, with this. I honestly don't, Susan. That will 

be for you to decide. I'm like the fellow who only knew two tunes: 'One is It's a 

Long Way to Tipperary, and the other isn't, I think.' But you, New York and 

Europe and all, you've heard the best and you'll know where this voice can be 

made to fit. Oh, and we'll need to do this at the ranch, not here. It's a shame, but 
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orchestral, mass chortles of anticipation as the audience waited for his next 

maneuver; he'd been right about this, rodeo-goers could handle the idea of him 

fooling around. He clambered out, spun around and peeked back into the barrel, 

as if the bull might be in there. Thunder of laughter at that, any more and they'd 

shake the grandstand to pieces. He quit while he was ahead and picked up his 

dusty hat, bowing to the announcer with the megaphone who was whipping up a 

nice round of applause for "our artiste of the barrel after that dosie-doe he just did 

with the gentleman cow." Then back to business, kicking the barrel along until it 

was in the vicinity of the bucking chutes again and he was standing ready for the 

next bull rider who needed his neck saved. 

'Artiste' now, am I. Hope they didn't hear that across town. He drew 

another deep breath and concentrated on the gate where the bull would rampage 

out. Only one more rider in this go-round, and wouldn't you know, there was a 

hang-up in the chute. He watched the rider scramble up off the bull's back as if it 

was suddenly too hot a place to sit, while the chute men shoved at the recalcitrant 

bull. Forced to wait out there center-stage in the arena with only the barrel for 

company, Monty slouched, lanky and loose-jointed, mopping the back of his neck 

and under his chin with the red handkerchief. That was another of the jokes, 
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Right about now he could have used a little of that grandstand shade. He 

mopped himself some more, taking care not to touch the mask of makeup. It was 

Mister Wendell, who had traveled and knew about these things, who decreed the 

whiteface cosmetic. "Those minstrel shows, they put on blackening. Be kind of 

funny if you did the opposite, wouldn't it?" Monty saw the point. 

At last there was hope at the chute; a clawbar had been found. A minute or 

so more, and he'd be matching wits with a bull again. 

"Hard to wash all that off, ain't it?" 

There is no known cure for what the human voice can carry. Monty 

sickened at the insinuating tone, at having to deal with that, even out here with the 

crowd sunny and contented. 

He turned his head not too fast and not too slow to find where the remark 

had come from. The telltale expression was on one of the calf ro ers lounging 

around the end of the chutes, he and a pal putting rosin on their lariats. Explains it 

some. Calf ropers didn't have enough on their minds, their event wasn't any 

harder than tying their shoes. He never heard much from the bull riders; they 

didn't care what color the man was who let the bull chase him instead of them. 
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Dolph rode up to encourage the bull to the exit gate, then reined around to 

check on the puff-cheeked clown as he slid down off the fence. Hands on his 

knees as he tried to catch his breath, Monty admitted: "This is getting to be a long 

day." 

"It's quite the life if you don't weaken," Dolph said as if he had been 

rodeoing since biblical times. 

There was a break in the action now while the chutes were being reloaded, 

this time with broncs. Dolph dismounted and Monty swung up into the saddle 

and slumped there like the end-of-the-trail Indian while Dolph led the horse across 

the arena, another part of the act. The dried-up little cowboy walked as if his feet 

hated to touch the ground, which was not an act at all. 

When they got over by the chutes Monty slipped smoothly off the horse 

and Dolph tied the reins to the fence. 

"Monty?" The pickup man inclined his head in the direction of the bull 

pen. "You don't want to run too many of them footraces with these bastards." 

"I'll have to remember that." 

"It makes for quite a show, though," Dolph granted with a chortle, "you 

lighting out across there with that bull's horns tickling your hip pocket." He sized 
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up the riders and ropers and hangers-on clotted around the chutes. "Now's a 

good a time as any to pass the hat for our hardworking rodeo clown, don't you 

think?" 

"I been paid," Monty said swiftly. "Mister Wendell already--" 

"What's that have to do with the price of peas in China?" Dolph looked at 

him in surprise. "You got something against extra money?" 

"Not so I ever noticed," Monty stalled. He'd known Dolph longer than he 

could remember; Dolph himself was a stray who was riding the grub line about 

the same time the Double W took in Monty's mother as washerwoman. Yet he 

found he didn't want to tell Dolph, right out, that there had been that run-in with 

the mouthy roper. 

"So how about it?" Dolph persisted. "Halvers?" 

Monty glanced at the men along the chute. Everybody loo ed in good 

cheer, but you never knew. He drew out deciding until Dolph started to give him 

a funny look, then nodded. Go for broke, why not. Last show of the season, any 

hoodoos in the bunch will have all winter to get over me. "If you're gonna be the 

one that does it, Dolphus, sure." 
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Dolph had already had his Stetson in one hand and was fishing into his 

jeans pocket with his other. "I'm just the man what can." He held up a fifty-cent 

piece as if to fix the specific coin into Monty's memory. "We split halves after I 

get my four bits back, got that?" 

"You drive a hard bargain," Monty laughed in spite of himself. He 

watched the little cowboy gimp off on his collecting round. 

"DOLPH!" 

Frozen in his tracks, Dolph cast a look back over his shoulder. That voice 

on Monty; when he wanted to, he sounded like a church organ letting loose. 

"What?" 

"Be sure and trade the chicken feed in at the beer booth for silver dollars, 

would you?" Monty's tone was shy now. 

Dolph snorted. "It all spends, on Clore Street. Don't worry, Snowball, 

I'll get you dollars." 

As Dolph set to work with the hat, Monty stood there savoring the thought 

of Clore Street and the good times waiting. Silver dollars were definitely the 

ticket. Like in the blues he'd heard the last time he hit town. Flat to stack and 

round to roll/ Silver dollar, lift my soul. Not that he had any use for the blues, but 
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she glanced back along the length of the boat. Mr. and Mrs. Gustafson sat 

shivering, dressed too lightly. Susan had little sympathy. Sweden was not 

exactly a Mediterranean clime, why did the Gustaf sons think April in Montana's 

latitude would be balmy? 

She centered her attention back on the matter of Monty. The taproot of 

talent is ambition. This man was quite far along in life to be wanting a career; 

what had he been saving himself for until now? Not to mention far along the 

palette of pigmentation, compared to the flesh tones of the audiences he seemed to 

crave. Yet she knew Monty had already come some way up in life. She 

remembered the dawn-and-dusk chores of the homestead, and multiplied those by 

the drudgeries asked of a choreboy on a ranch as huge as the Double W. Yes, he 

had come considerably up. The emphatic crease of his trousers, the good hat. 

And he smartly wore a greatcoat, nearly as capacious as that on Wes. She 

wondered how on earth he and his mother had alit with the Williamsons: two 

shakes of pepper in that salt-white confederacy of riders and masters. 

She kept studying him now as Wes beckoned him from the stern. He had 

a roomy chest, which gave her hope. Ropy in build, young enough yet that he 

had no belly to speak of. Full-lipped, but no more so than the bee-sting look that 
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So, try high or lay low. As far as he could see, things were coming up 

aces, so far. Hadn't the music teacher taken him on? Wasn't the Major peeling 

off the money to cover it? But in each case, he had to wonder just why they were 

providing for him like this. As he'd heard said one time in the Zanzibar, you 

could never be sure whether what white folks were passing you was pepper or fly 

grunt. 

That was the sort of thinking his mother would have called overly picky, 

Monty. His engine work finished, he washed up and then applied bag balm to his 

hands to keep them nice, wishing he had something similar for his voice and for 

that matter the rest of the inside of his head. Tomorrow already he had to sing for 

her. Rubbing the balm in and in, he stood there beside the long yellow car for a 

minute, looking off to the prairie he had been born to, and around at the Double W 

ranch buildings that were such home as he had ever had. The jitters kept bumping 

into his other feelings . What it came down to was that he was a little afraid, at all 

that lay ahead. But then he'd always had to be a little afraid. This schooling of 

his voice that the woman was going to do might be a way out of that. And 

wouldn't that be something. 

He petted the Dusenburg for luck. 
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